
Keeping up with developments
Test techniques to the tester are what the hammer and pincer is for the carpenter. They form the basic tool set on
which the professional relies.  The test techniques form the fundaments of the profession. The techniques define
the archetypes of all the tests we execute. Whether we do scripted testing or test exploratory, whether we perform
unit tests or end-to-end tests. All tests we perform are more or less based upon, or a clever combination, of those
tests techniques. No wonder that these techniques have been a part of almost every test course provided over the
last decades.  Most of us testers probably have a memory of trying to master the Syntax testing, Boundary Value
Analysis, State transition testing and maybe my favorite, the decision table.

Using these traditional techniques we can still do proper testing, just like you can still build modern buildings
using the good old hammer and pincer. Still, many carpenters have moved on and use lasers, staplers, electronic
distance meters, and whatever modern tools. So the question arises: Do we testers need more modern tools also?
Do we need to master new techniques in order to keep up with the developments in Business and IT?

Agile and More for Less
Many of the customers I am speaking with are dealing with two mayor developments. Test managers and team
managers of test departments all feel the pressure by their management. In almost every organization there is a
very strong urge to reduce costs. With increasing development speed and ever growing systems, there sure is a
need to be more efficient as test team. The other trend is of course being agile. Although we are tempted to think
agile has become mainstream. Many organization that I visit, are still in a transition phase.  Some teams have are
already adapted, other teams see the new adagio coming their way, and wonder how to incorporate agile in their
existing way of working.

Combining the two trends I like to conclude, that we testers need to improve the efficiency and quality of our
work.  I believe enriching our toolkit with the techniques, tools and methods will help us to do so. The traditional
test design techniques are quite powerful, and over the last decade no new techniques have been developed. Our
quest for new techniques should focus on those that helps us to be more efficient in agile context.
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Invest in your toolbox

- Derk-Jan de Grood



Testing in agile projects has the following characteristics:
· Working in agile projects requires a lot of cooperation and teamwork
· There is an increasing variety how we cooperate and organize our workshops
· Roles merge and testers get involved into design and development
· Testing is done automated or by exploratory testing
· We need to keep track on progress and quality

I used these characteristics to draw up a classification model for the techniques, tools and methods I will explain
in the next section.

Organize your toolbox with the
classification model

The classification model shows
categories of techniques, tools and
methods.
The inner core of the model contains
the techniques that we need to
actually perform our tests. E.g. Tests
design, Creating error situations and
Detecting errors.  Around the inner
core we distinguish techniques to
facilitate the tests, such as
· Determining the scope of the
project,
· To have grip on the planning
and control
· Techniques that help us to
improve the test process or test team
· Facilitation Methods and
Activity Techniques and that help us
to have efficient sessions with our
team

Figure 1: The classification model of test techniques, tools and methods

The classification model can be used to organize your own personal toolbox. I mapped the techniques I know and
regularly use onto the model, and realized that I know a lot of test design techniques. I have a strong focus on
Planning and Control, but only know a few Error Detecting Techniques.  The model can be used as a trigger to
discuss techniques with your team or more actively search for tools that fit the category. Having concluded that I
am low on error recognition techniques, I will listen carefully if I think somebody is addressing a technique that
could fit in this group. This way model will aid me, and you to identifying techniques so we can decide whether
we should add it to our tool kit.

I will illustrate the classification model by providing some examples of techniques for each category. As example
I’ll pick a few techniques that I think are not known to every tester, but might help useful to you if you want to be
efficient in a more agile context.
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The inner core: performing our tests
Whether we do traditional or agile testing, we have to design our tests, create error situations and recognize
failures occurring.  In traditional testing we have a lot of time to design our tests and think about situations in
which the system might fail. Within agile context a lot of manual testing is done using exploratory testing, and the
three activities merge.

Either way, we can use the following techniques:

Test design techniques like BVA, STT, EP are the basic set of test techniques. We use these techniques to define
what tests we want to execute. We learn about these techniques in our training courses. So they are well known to
most testers.  Less well known are the Error creation techniques. These techniques help the tester to get the
system in such a state and help to provoke errors to occur. Effective testers know how to get their system in an
erroneous state, a state in which the system will fail when not properly designed or build.  In 2002 James
Whitaker wrote his book “how to break software”. In this book, and a series of talks he gave at various conferences
he shared is knowledge in those techniques. He explained back then what it takes to become a “Jedi tester”. The
answer fits my story, since the answer is: Master the error creation techniques; know how to provoke errors to
occur. Some errors occur at random, but we might help to application to get in an error mode. It is often effective
to changing the order in which we use the system. We reduce for bandwidth of the network connection or make
the network fail at certain times. This is a proven technology with testing mobile applications nowadays, but can
be used with testing web applications as well.

When errors occur, we testers need to recognize them. Good testers have a good eye for strange behavior. They
use patterns and heuristics. Other Error Detection Techniques are looking for screen refreshes indication that the
system is struggling and analyzing error logs in order to look that exceptions that do not show on the screen, but
indicates something is going wrong under the hood.
To my surprise the number of widely accepted techniques used to provoke errors and to recognize them is
limited. I believe as a community much can be won here, if we start discussing and sharing our knowledge.

Techniques that facilitate the tests
In the outer layer of the technique classification we find techniques that helps us to scope and control the project,
organize efficient workshops and meetings and to perform test improvements.

Scoping techniques
Scoping always is an important part of any testing project. It is important to know what you need to test, where
focus must be on and where the risks are. Traditional techniques that are available to us are e.g. risk assessment
and the quality attributes. The BABOK1 guide contains an impressive set of Business Analysis techniques. The set
has some overlap with the techniques testers use, but it also lists some techniques that are valuable to testers to. I
describe a view of them.

Story decomposition is a derivation of existing requirements analysis techniques such as functional
decomposition.  This technique enables us to oversee the whole picture, before going into detail. For BA-ers this
is essential because they do not want to think in solutions before understanding the need of the customer.
Therefore they need “breadth‑before‑depth”. Story decomposition enables to start with a very high level picture
of what business goals need to be achieved and drills down to smaller levels of granularity. I really like the term
“minimally marketable feature” (MMF) that defines the smallest component that provides valuable functionality.

1 The Business Analysts Body of knowledge  (BABOK) is a library of practices, tools and techniques that is used by
Business Analysts (The BABOK guide is written by IIBA organization and can be found online at www.iiba.org)
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From a testing point of view, this is a valuable technique. Decomposition helps us to determine what needs to be
tested since it drives the test strategy. Overseeing the whole we can decide on what MMF we put our test effort,
what MFF we test lightly or extensive. Let value not risk drive strategy. Because if we understand the business
value of each feature we test, we have clear testing goals that we can put on our test charter. We know the answer
we must provide with our tests, and know that our stakeholders understand the value of our tests. Whether this
is in a traditional test report, or during a demo, alignment with business value enables us to tell a better test story.
See for the usage of value in test reporting the subway map further on in this article.

A story map is a technique that provides understanding of the product functionality. It is valuable during
planning sessions, since it makes visible what dependencies there are between functions or user stories. The
illustration below gives an example of high level user activities and the related functions that are needed to do so.
This insight helps to make an effective release planning in which business; development and test meet each other.
Business can tell what functions they want to group in a first release because it provides them value.
Development might want to drag certain items forward in the planning since they are tricky to build or because
they provide a good foundation for further development.  Testing might prefers certain items to be delivered first
in order to have early feedback from stakeholders, reduce risks or simply because it makes testing more
convenient.

Figure 2: The classification model of test techniques, tools and methods
(source: Agile Extension to the IIBA BABOK® Guide)

In order to create a story map workshops can be organized with users, product owner, developers and testers.
Participants move post-its around on the board. In fact it is, of course not about the post-its, but about listening
and understanding each other’s arguments. It stimulates collaboration between test and development and helps
understanding the dependencies between stories. The outcome of the workshop is a planning that defines what
needs to developed first, in order to have valuable MMF product demo with the customer.

Getting grip on the project
Whether we are testing or improving the test organization, we need to have a grip on activities. Kanban and the
Subway map are two examples of techniques that can be useful.
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Kanban is a workflow management system that aims to create a stable and maximized flow of work items
through the process. Just like SCRUM also Kanban uses a board that depicts the steps in the process. Post-its
represent the tasks that the team needs to complete.  Just like Lean, Kanban aims to identify and reduce waste.
E.g. you can use the value stream map to identify waiting time in the process. Another type of waste is an easy
giveaway: Only completed tasks have value. Teams therefor meet at the board in order to discuss how they can
complete an item. With Kanban the work in progress (WIP) is limited.  Better to complete an item first, than to
start with 10 new ones.

Figure 3: Example kanban board
(Source: http://www.agileproductdesign.com)

Testing teams have often a wide variety of tasks. They do reviewing, test design, execution and regression testing.
Often teams work simultaneously on several projects and releases and are being asked to assist with production
disruptions. Kanban can help to get a better grip these activities and enables discussion about the prioritization of
the tasks.

Progress reporting can be cumbersome. You want to get your message across and provide detailed information,
but long tables and lists do not appeal to the reader. Of course there are various ways to report on progress. I’d
like to share on technique with you, that is the subway map. The subway map is derived from real subway charts
used to depict the stations and different metro lines. The Subway map we discuss today is developed to give
insight in progress, bottlenecks and dependencies.
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Figure 4: Example progress report by means of a subway map

In one quick look stakeholders recognize the steps that need to be taken in order to reach the project goal and get
insight in the work that is finished. In order to make the progress understandable for stakeholders we might want
to refer to the MMFs that we defined in the story map. In the example a description has been added to each of the
stations so that stakeholders understand what it means (the benefit for the stakeholder) when an activity is
completed.  Furthermore date lines have been added to the subway map to indicate what progress is expected at a

certain date. Where two or more lines merge, you might
want to define a quality gate. Quality gates can be added to
the subway map in order to create extra control on the
progress (and of course to celebrate success).

Figure 5: What does it mean when an activity is completed?

Facilitation Methods and Activity Techniques
Working in agile projects requires a lot of cooperation and
teamwork. There is an increase in team meetings and
workshops. In order make these sessions an effective usage
of our time; we need to find the right form for the meeting.
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It helps to master a set of facilitation methods and activity techniques.  They provide an alternative for long
meetings in which a lot has been said, but nothing concluded. They provide out-of the box ways to involve,
inform and train people.

Standup meetings at the SCRUM or kanban board are a good alternative for endless project meetings. Drawing a
mind map as a team together helps to get people involved, to combine their experience and insights and to
capture the outcome.  Same does the Brown paper session, but post-its can be moved around on the paper, so
rather than brainstorming, you can ask to sort, group or order the items on the board. Early testing can be
accomplished by process simulation.  By involving users as actors in the simulation errors and omissions, such as
missing information or authorization conflicts in the system can be detected before actual code is being build.
Simulation or gaming can help to get your message across or create awareness. It can provide as training, since
people leave the room with actual hands-on experience on how to do a tasks. We introduced for instance Agile by
doing a scrum battle, Review and Inspection by performing an actual but guided review and kanban by having a
board game in the room.

Test Improvements
The pressure to reduce costs and to be more efficient, forces many teams to look critically at their test process. The
BABOK also lists some techniques that supports test improvements by identifying where improvements can be
made, understanding why we need to make these improvements and making strategic decisions on
implementing these improvements. The value stream map (as known from Lean) pictures the process and
identifies the waste in our process. These are the moments where the process is idle, and the testers are waiting.
Drawing the development process used in your organization helps to pinpoint where improvements can be made

Figure 6: example Value stream map
(Source: http://www.michaelnygard.com/blog/2008/02/outrunning_your_headlights.html)

Understanding our stakeholders’ need is essential. We need to understand perceptions that they have and what
they value in our work. Often the stakeholders are hard to identify. Unfortunately I meet many testers that do not
know their stakeholders. Drawing up Personas gives the stakeholders a face and makes it better to understand
the goals we have with our improvements. For a book I wrote, we made personas in the form of a passport page.
It lists the occupation, the ambition and private situation of each of the personas. We also added a spider
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diagram, indicating the differences between the various persona’s. In the illustration below, I illustrated this for
what stakeholders find important about the test process.

Figure 7: Example
Persona’s and spider
diagram with
characteristics

Where to start with implementing improvements? Where can low hanging fruit be picked, what team is willing to
co-operate.  Successful change depends on a good strategy.

The Business Capacity Model makes visible what areas can be improved easily and where improvements might
have great benefit,
but successful
change is difficult.
It helps to decide
what we are going
to improve in what
order.

Figure 8: Example
Business capacity
model.
(Source: Agile
Extension to the IIBA
BABOK® Guide)
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Wrap up
Testers gain by an extensive toolbox providing them with techniques that enable them to work efficient and to
contribute to their team as is required in working Agile. The classification model defines categories of techniques,
tools and methods.  It can be used to analyze and enrich your toolbox.  In the length of an article it is not possible
to give a complete and extensive overview of techniques, but I hope you are aware that

· There are more test techniques available than test design techniques,
· That developments in IT, especially Agile require different techniques
· That many techniques are already available in different sources like the BABOK guide

I hope you have become enthusiastic for enriching your toolkit, to try one of the described techniques, or to look
for other techniques that help you become a better and more efficient as a tester.

Derk-Jan de Grood works for Valori (the Netherlands) as thought leader and senior test manager.  His
drive is to improve the visibility of testing in both agile and traditional organizations, by sharing his
knowledge and experience by means of training, presentations, workshops and publications.  He is a
regular speaker at conference like BTD, the STAR conferences in Europe and America. He wrote several
successful books on software testing and articles for the major testing magazines. He regularly posts new
trainings, articles, ideas and experiences on his blog http://djdegrood.wordpress.com/ He tweets at
@DerkJandeGrood
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